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Gi lmore and Hoffman have shown that a graph G is an interval graph 
iff every quadri lateral  in G has a diagonal and G ~ is a comparabi l i ty 
graph?  In this note we give a proof  of  the following: 
THEOREM. Every interval graph is a comparability graph. 
PROOF: Let G be an interval graph which is not a comparabi l i ty  
graph; we will derive a contradict ion from such an assumption. Let 
~r = (ao, al ,..., an-z) be an odd cycle of G of  minimal length without 
a triangular chord. ~ (Indices o f  the elements ai o f  a will be calculated 
modulo n.) F rom the minimality of  the length of  a it fol[ows that the 
pairs of  consecutive lements (including (an_~, a0)) of  cr are all distinct. 
(1) I f  ak = a~+2, then ak+l 3 & ak+a, otherwise we would have 
(ak, ak+l) ~- (ak+2, ak+3). 
(2) ak =/= ak+~ for all k. I f  a~ = ak+3, then (ak+3, a~+l) = (ak,  ak+l) is a 
tr iangular chord of  or. 
(3) Without  lost of  generality we may assume that a0 =/= a2 and al =~ a3. 
In order to prove (3), it suffices to show that there is an integer k 
such that ak ~ ak+~ and ak+l :/= ak+3. I f  a0 =- as then, from (1), az =/= a3 
and replace a by (a l ,  a2 ..... an - i ,  a0); therefore we may ass'~me that 
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z See [2], Theorem 2, p. 545. Notions which are not defined and notations which 
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The existence of such a cycle is proved in [1] and [2]. 
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ao =7(= aa. I f  at : aa let l be the largest integer such that at = a2i+l for 
all i, 0 < i ~< I; then 0 < 1 <~ (n --  5)/2 and a~+a ~ a2~+1 by the maximality 
of  l. Also a2z-1 : aaz+l and hence, by (1), a2~ =/: a2~+2 9 Thus statement (3) 
is proved. 
Since G is an interval graph, G c is a comparabil ity graph and there is an 
irreflexive partial ordering < of the vertices of  G such that the vertices 
a, b are <-comparable iff a :/: b and (a, b) is not an edge of G. 
(4) We may assume that ao < a2. Indeed ao, a2 are <-comparable 
and, if a2 < a0, replace (r by (a2, at ,  a0, an-1 .... , as). 
(5) ak < ak+~ and ak < ak+3 for all k. 
By (2), ao :~ as and (ao, as) is not an edge of G because otherwise 
ao, at ,  a~, as would be a quadrilateral without a diagonal, contradicting 
the fact that G is an interval graph. Therefore ao, aa are <-comparable;  
as ~ ao because ao < a2 by (4) and a2, as are not <-comparable;  hence 
a 0 < a 3 . 
As induction hypothesis, let us assume that ak < ak+2 and ak < ak+3 9 
Then ak+~ :/: ak+3 since ak < ak+3, and (ak+t, ak+3) is not an edge of G; 
therefore ak+l, ak+z are <-comparable.  But ak+3 <~ ak+~ because ak < ak+3 
and ak,ak+~ are not <-comparable;  hence ak+l < a~+3. By (2), 
ak+t :/: ak+4; also (ak+l, ak+4) is not an edge of G because otherwise 
ak+l, ak+2, ak+z, ak+4 would be a quadrilateral without a diagonal. 
Therefore ak+ t , a~+4 are <-comparable.  But ak+4 <: ak+~ because 
ak+l < a~+a and a~+z, a~+a are not <-comparable;  hence a~+t < a~+~ 
and (5) is proved. 
From (5), it follows that a0 < a~ < aa < ... < a~-i (n is odd) and 
hence a0 < a,_t ,  which is a contradiction. 
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